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Housinani is the land of house ninans, it is a subdivision of Makonde
people and one of the thirteen district of Tanzania. The forest cover
on Housinani is estimated at 61% of the land area and mean tree
cover of 65%. The name ‘Housinani’ means the land of the people that
settle in the forest for game and other resources. Location The
Housinani district is situated northeast of the village of Makuta, forty
kilometres northwest of Morogoro. It lies between 32° 45′ and 33° 15′
east and between 03° 50′ and 04° 30′ south. The district covers an
area of 9,120 km². The area has a total population of 89,000
inhabitants. The population of this district is dispersed over the areas
of the district. History Starting from the 16th century and lasting up
to the present date, the area is inhabited by Makonde people. This
district is part of the Makonde Federation. Housing Housing type,
population density, spatial structure, and socio-economic indicators
have significantly changed after the introduction of the highlands
policy in the 1970s. Government houses were introduced to provide
the basic needs of inhabitants. These houses are built in the colonies
to provide housing facilities for people displaced by the
grassland/forest conversion programmes. Category:Districts of
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